Excellent solution for easier and faster operation when bowls need to be lifted and discharged to intermediate hopper of another dosing / portioning machine, like for example, Multidrop

Model HUB – 2 – designed for a pignetary mixers bowls up to 60 l capacity.
Model HUB - 3 – designed for a pignetary mixers bowls, up to 200l capacity.

- Easy to move mobile device with castors,
- Mechanical lifting and tipping of the bowl by means of installed drives
- Power supply directly from battery, there is no need to keep permanent connection to power mains.
- Easy to operate control panel with buttons for lifting and tipping.
- Lifting and tilting are 2 separately systems, bowl can be discharged from each required hight.
- Display always shows batteries charge level and informs about remaining capacity or eventual need to be recharged
- Fixation system ensures prompt and safe bowl mounting, shortening to the minimum time needed for this operation (system always adjusted to customer bowls)
- Spontaneous locking of the bowl at brackets whilst beeing collected from its trolley.

Separate motors for lifting and happing

HUB-2

Technical parameters:

- Model: HUB- 2 / HUB-3
- Bowls capacity: HUB-2 max. 60 l / HUB-3 – max. 200 l
- Working time between battery charging: around 8 h*
  *depends on the bowls size and working mode
- Main lift motor Power: 600 W
- Battery capacity: 2 pieces 12Ah each.
- Charging current: 230 V
- Control panel: 24 V
- Dimension: customized to customer needs
- Standard lifting high: around 1600 mm – on request higher
- Stainles steel construction
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